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  'MahaDharma' -the way of universal development

   To create the world better to make our life blessed, we have an excellent way (of real life) that is 

'MahaDharma'. 'MahaDharma' is for science and spiritual conscious persons, those who have eagerness for self- 

knowledge, self-realization and are desirous of true and universal self-development, freethinking reasonable 

and lovers of true spirituality, fond of truth. 'MahaDharma' is the excellent system or way of universal 

development of human beings. That is 'MahaDharma' which helps to develop our Mind and helps to get 

universal soundness. 

   The main thing of this efficacious system or way is, true and universal self-development (Maha Atma-Vikash-

Yoga education or 'MahaManan') -that which directly helps to develop our mind, that which teaches the method 

of better living and that which helps and incite or insist to get true knowledge. In fact, 'MahaDharma' is neither 

religion nor irreligion; even it is not like current 'Dharmic' systems also. It is extremely effective way of 

human welfare. This way is free from all bad sides like superstition, malice, hatred, cruelty, malpractice, and it 

does not give us any false promise.

   There is a proverb  'To a good soul the world is good'. So, to make our world better we are desirous to be 

better to be more developed in all respects.  MahaManas says, “Every creature has life, but only a few human 

beings have real life. Something which is 'alive' has life, and those who are conscious and known about life, 

has real life.” “One who is aware of the life (one's own life to great universe-life), knows oneself rightly knows 

the purpose and aim of life, and has control over oneself that person leads a real life. 

   'MahaDharma' is formed by some students and devotees of MahaManas alias MahaAnand the great sage of 

the modern age, and it is formed on the base of 'MahaVad'. 'MahaVad' is a true spiritual doctrine and true and 

universal self-developmental teachings of MahaManas. Making us fully developed human being is the chief 

object of 'MahaDharma'. This Maha Way of universal development chiefly consists with virtues and duties of 

human beings, not with any blind-faith and inhuman activities. 

   The bounden duty of human beings is the practice of 'MahaDharma'. The main duty is to advance to be fully 

developed human being to get true development of conscious mind and universal soundness. The continuous 

study of that is our worship. To develop oneself consciously continuously by the help of 'Maha Atma-Vikas-

Yoga' education (briefly 'Maha-Yoga') is 'MahaManan' practice and that is 'MahaDharma'.
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   On the other side, in perspective of reality or universal condition (place  time  object  surroundings etc.) 

and depending on deliberation which is need to do or which is proper to be done  is 'MahaDharma'. The 

motive of 'MahaDharna' is not to bind human beings with any self-made rules and regulations like religions 

and 'Dharmic' systems. Its only desire is to make conscious human beings about the law  quality  

disposition and aim of nature. 

   By holding which Maha system or way of self-control and acquiring self-knowledge, one can be able to 

advance towards the path of true & universal self-development to be a fully developed human being  is 

'MahaDharna'. The great humanitarian MahaManas says, it is not possible to attain salvation in this stage of 

consciousness. There are high to higher conscious-stages after this human conscious stage. At last , step by 

step you need to reach to God conscious stage, and then you will be able to be same soul with God. Now, do 

your duty of this stage, be a fully grown human being  first.  

   This Maha-Way of universal development by name 'MahaDharma' has been introduced at the beginning 

of this century in India. It has a scripture and doctrine, too. But this doctrine says, it is not necessary to 

follow me in every part, being a follower of 'MahaDharma' one need to follow the main principle  that is , 

“you have been born as a human being, your aim is to be a fully developed human being. Try to keep yourself 

always wakeful conscious, to know oneself and this worldly system with your aim of life, and be effortful to 

make yourself true and universal developed human being.”

   The great sage MahaManas says, Development of humankind or a nation is possible only through the 

development of individuals. For that, true and universal self-development is the main program of 

'MahaDharma'. MahaManas also says, an individual by oneself will be able to decide that which is proper to be 

done and which is to be practiced, after knowing rightly oneself. Therefore 'MahaDharma' does not load any 

code of conduct or any rules and rites. It helps us to be developed rightly, by that one can be able to know 

oneself and God in its own reality. When some conscious persons will be enough developed in different places 

by the help of 'MahaDharma' (Maha-self-development program), then those who are connected with them, also 

will be eager to be developed. In this way, so many human beings can be developed gradually.  

   'MahaDharma' is not like other religions or 'Dharmic' systems. The differences here are more pronounced than 

the similarities with them. Worship of God is not object of this system. The main object of 'MahaDharma' is to 

make us fully developed human beings. Development of mind and also blooming of consciousness is the 

fundamental tune of 'MahaDharma' and that is the natural quality of human beings.  The great universe 

existence is the God from the viewpoint of 'MahaDharma' (for details visit our websites). 

    'MahaDharama' is the eternal truth which has revealed newly from the abyss of oblivion, or which was hiding 

for our ignorance so long.  We self-oblivious men, forgetting our aim of life, are living in an ecstatic state. By 

practicing which Yoga (Maha-Yoga) with great devotion, one can become a fully developed human being, is 

'MahaDharma'. 'MahaDharma' is a natural way. When you will be aware or conscious about it about the aim of 

life, and also will be desirous to practice it to be advanced towards the aim of life, then you will be initiated in 

your own path  'MahaDharma'. 
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Welcome, if you are of the same mentality!

We want to make known the system or way of universal self-development world wide  
that is 'MahaDharma' the way of real life. We are benefited and we want also you be 

benefited with us!

Are you with us?

MahaDharma: The Call of humanity

Although, it is 'Dharma' in name but it is not like any 'Dharmic' system (like such and such 'Dharmas'). It is 

'Dharma' in true sense that is the law and quality of nature, and the natural duties of humanity.  In real 

meaning it is the way of real life; it is the call or invitation of humanity, the call of becoming fully grown 

human being. Applying the principle of 'MahaVad' in one's life is 'MahaDharma'. 'MahaDharma' is the 

actual shelter for humanity. To respond at this call is not meaning abandon one's religion, that is to say, to 

hold 'MahaDharma', no need to abandon one's religion. We don't want to convert any one. We don't want to 

hurt any religious faith. We only want them, those who are of the same mentality with us. 

In this connection, we would like to submit this speech of MahaManas  “Good change of human being is 

another name of development. Some of us are being changed with the change of time  acquiring knowledge 

and experience, and some other of us are not changing enough, because of their mental inability or want of 

desire. Any change and new thing is a ridiculous affair to them. They are floating in the stream of tradition  

customarily. Good change of mind is the significant symptom of blooming or development of consciousness. 

One who is trying to develop oneself continuously consciously, -is actual 'MahaDharmee' or 
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'MahaDharmin'. Now, I hope, it is clear what 'MahaDharma' is. The performance of Development of 

human mind with essential fundamental education is the chief object of 'MahaDharma'.”

Practice of 'MahaDharma' is a special kind of Yoga 'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' (briefly 'MahaYoga' or 

'MahaManan') practice, by which one can advance on the path of becoming fully grown human being, 

through this true and universal self-development program. Actually 'MahaDharma' is a universal self-

development program for conscious human beings. 'MahaDharma' is the obligation of human being. Any 

dedicating work with great devotion is also mentioned as Religion (such as- universal self-development is our 

religion), in this sense it may be the religion of humanity.    

To embody the main program of 'MahaDharma', we are desirous to set up a 'MahaManan Kendra' or 'Maha 

Atma-Vikas Kendra' (Universal Maha-Self-Development Education Center) of international standard. Please 

extend your helping hands to make successful this great endeavor.  

Help us make it possible!

If you enjoy our endeavor, please spread the word about it. You can spread the light into the world and help 

more people find this wonderful message in this time of deep great changes. Please Share your new 

knowledge with your friends and make them enlightened. If you want to make your life more beautiful, 

happy and peaceful, if you want to enjoy the life more nicely, if you want to get a healthy and prosperous life, 

come and join our society. There an amazing new world is awaiting you!    

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 To know about 'MahaVad' & 'MahaDharma' visit-  www.mahavad.webs.com &  www.mahaism.webs.com  & 

www.mahamanan.webs.com  and also search 'MahaVad' 'MahaDharma' through Google & Yahoo.com       

http://www.mahavad.webs.com
http://www.mahaism.webs.com
http://www.mahamanan.webs.com
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MahaManan Kendra
(Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga education Center)

   Deciding to practice 'MahaDharma' regularly and keeping in mind the principle of 'MahaDharma' always 

or oftentimes  is 'MahaManan'. 'MahaManan' means great thinking. Actually, 'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' 

practice is the practicing of 'MahaDharma'.     

   'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' is an incomparable excellent education syllabus on true & universal self-

development program, taught by MahaManas (MahaAnand) the great sage of the modern age.

   Make your life brighten and more bloomed, also bring in your life an unprecedented amazing lucky 

change, through the path shown by great sage MahaManas. 'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' is an excellent great 

self-development educational program.  It is a worship or Maha-Yoga practice of 'MahaDharma' the way of 

real life,

   'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' program is not only a system of education of theoretical knowledge of self-

development. It is formed by combination of different sciences, psychosomatic psycho-spiritual methods 
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and practical or applied teachings with new invented 'Universal Treatment' of MahaManas, and different 

alternative systems of treatment. 'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' education is a simple and easily comprehensible 

effective impeccable syllabus of true & universal self-development with basic essential education to higher 

education of true spiritual knowledge. 

   By following and practicing which teachings (with practical and applied methods) one can be developed in 

all respects, is 'Maha Atma-Vikas' (Maha self-development) education, brifly 'Maha-Yoga'. It is included in 

'MahaManan' the mode of accomplishment or worship of 'MahaDharma'. 

   By practicing 'Maha-Yoga' through 'MahaManan', one can realize oneself in his/her own reality, and also 

can realize the great universe and God in its own reality. Gradually one can able to get self-knowledge  self-

control  soundness of body and mind. In this way one can attain the real life, peaceful  joyful  knowledge-

full  beautiful life. 

   Being a follower of 'MahaDharma', if you want to spread your knowledge, better, be teacher of 'Maha 

Atma-Vikas Yoga' briefly 'Maha-Yoga' and start a 'Maha Atma-Vikas Kendra' or 'MahaManan Kendra' 

(Maha Self- development center) in your own area. Through 'MahaManan' education program, one can be 

developed in all respects.   

   We want to enjoy our life much more nicely , want to be successful in life  want to gain happy, prosperous 

 peaceful, joyful, beautiful, healthy life. We want to transform our hopes  ambitions into reality. Want to 

see ourselves as fully developed human beings, along with our development  we want to make our children 

fully grown human beings, want to develop them properly. Want to bring up as complete human being in 

knowledge, good qualities, behavior, true education, capabilities.

   If your demand is the same, if you want to enjoy a happy  developed, healthy, beautiful life, you can gain 

that through 'MahaManan'  the Maha-self development educational program. Even with your education the 

regular learning and practice of 'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga', the overall development and along with it, the 

examination's result also performed very well.

   Obtain the rare opportunity of education. Bring a unique strange happy change in your life through the 

simple unique educational method and practice of courses directed and shown by MahaManas. Let your life 

be more developed and beautiful. 

   Maha means great and 'Manan' is thinking, determination and contemplation. 'MahaManan' means great 

thinking.  Gradually through this program, many truths  many unimaginable information and inner truths 

will be disclosed in front of YOU; gradually a healthy, prosperous, newly changed human being will 

take BIRTH in you and will gradually keep on developing. As a part of Maha self-development program, you 

will get the opportunity of 'Universal Treatment' by experienced doctors.

    Bring about true & universal self-development through 'Maha Atma-Vikas' program is our MahaYoga 

practice, and this is 'MahaDharma'. 

    'Maha AtmaVikash Yoga' in short 'Maha-Yoga'(the excellent self-development Yoga procedure) is not 

only some different from other Yoga procedure, But something special. 'Maha-Yoga' is the higher education 

of Yoga learning. Welcome, those who are eager to know the secret of Yoga. 
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   'Maha-Yoga' is complete Yoga. It is combination of very needful things, for getting favorable results. 

'Maha-Yoga' is a combination of traditional methods like- 'Raj-Yoga', 'Hath-Yoga' etc. It is rich with 

scientific methods like 'Gyana-Yoga' (Knowledge-Yoga), modern psychology, true spiritualism, new 

philosophy of 21st. century (shown by MahaManas (MahaAnand ) and art of healing through alternative 

systems of treatment. 

'Maha Atma-Vikash Yoga' briefly 'MahaYoga' is an unique self development course, from basic knowledge-- 

true spiritual knowledge to knowledge for real life-- the art of better living.

The great doctrine and Teachings of the modern times

Now in this extreme critical time, only true-spiritual revolutionary movement can save us. 
Also a true- spiritual high-flow-tide is growing up behind the screen. Just we have to 
welcome it immediately for our own interest. Lac of consciousness ignorance and illness 
are main causes of most distresses and problems. Science technology politics and widely 
practiced religions are not able to solve it. It can be solved by true spiritualism (with true 
spiritual self-developmental method) 'MahaVad'. 

'MahaVad' taught by originated by MahaManas (MahaAnand), the great sage of the 
modern age. To know about 'MahaVad', 'MahaDharma' and 'MahaAnand', please search 
through 'Yahoo' and 'Google' and visit our websites. 

'MahaVad' the mine book of true spiritual knowledge, true and universal self-developme 
program of 'MahaDharma'.

The veil of mysterious spiritual world has been uncovered in this extraordinary book. 

The real state of life and the great life or God life has been revealed here. The honest reply 
of eternal self-inquiry has been gotten after so long. 

Another great wealth of this book is  'Maha Atma-Vikash Yoga' that is true  and universal 
self-development education, that which is a incomparable practical course of education for 
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universal development of one's own self, with the education of better living and 'Maha-
Yoga' treatments for soundness of body and mind. 

Who am I  why am I, where I came from what is the ultimate truth of 'I' existence, how 
and why the great universe came into existence, how the creatures came into existence and 
what is the end of all ???  

In reality, what is happened after death, what is the God's own reality, is it possible to pay a 
visit of God, is God really become incarnated ???  True answers of these questions are 

obtainable in 'MahaVad'. 

Let us travel from 'I' to Supreme 'I' through the journey by the divine boat of 'MahaVad' 
(Mahaism).     

'MahaVad' is a true spiritual science with spiritual psychology. 'MahaVad' is a wonderful 
experience of inner truth and the way of real life. 'MahaVad' is the cosmology of modern 
times.  

'MahaVad' is the true spiritualism great teachings and great doctrine (ism) of MahaManas 
( the great sage of the modern times). 

 'MahaVad' is your acquaintance with yourself (your own reality). 'MahaVad' is the naked 
truth of the spiritual world and cosmic life.

'MahaVad' a true spiritual, fair and joyful self-developmental doctrine that helps to 
develop the Mind and also consciousness, without any bad side like superstition, malice  
hatred, cruelty, malpractice. There are two ways of practice in 'MahaVad', one is 
'MahaManan' the way of true Spiritual knowledge and true self-development. Other is 
'MahaSadhana' the way of devotion the way of pure love  eternal love.

Be dignified being a follower of 'MahaVad' and 'MahaDharma'

_______________________________________________________________________
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Do you want to start a chapter of this movement  ('MahaDharma' -the way of real 
life) or a branch of 'MahaAnand Holy Association' (MAHA) in your country/ state of 
residence? Please contact us.

==============================================================

We have commenced to train some eligible persons to create 'Maha-Teachers' for 

spreading the 'Maha Atma-Vikas education' (true & universal self-development education of 

MahaManas) everywhere.  

The 'Universal Treatment' is an important part of the universal self-development 

education. Therefore, also we are working to make Doctors of Alternative Systems with 

this Maha-Program. 

Those who want to establish the 'MahaManan Kendra' or 'MahaAtma-Vikas Kendra' in their 

own area, to be  affiliated to 'MahaAnand Holy Association' (MAHA), and want to 

dedicated oneself to do true development of human beings with their own development, 

welcome to our Maha-Program  'MahaDharma the way of real life.' 

Those who want to be Teacher and/or Doctor of this Maha-Program, but not able to 

establish a 'MahaManan' Center, they may get Job in any of our 'Maha Atma-Vikas Kendra' 

according to their worthiness and activities. 

E-mail us- mahavad@yahoo.com  or   mahamanan@yahoo.in   or  communeme@yahoo.com

===============================================================================

If you are desirous to setup a 'MahaManan Kendra' or 'Maha Atma-Vikas Kendra' 

(Maha Universal self-development Center) at your own area, and if you are desirous

 to be teacher, please contact us.

Help us make it possible!
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More about MahaVad

   'MahaVad' is an Amazing Book (scripture) to Guide us along the Way.  'MahaVad' the book 

contains invaluable knowledge  with explosive truths and facts for both scientific and spiritual 

conscious men. It reads like an astonishing fairy tale. It is breath-taking and simply stunning. It is an 

amazing mysterious story about greater worlds. Many say, it's a new 'Vedanta' of the modern times. 

'MahaVad' is a spiritual science with spiritual psychology. It is a great 'ism' of the new times. 

'MahaVad' is the naked truth of true spiritual world! 'MahaVad' is the true-spiritual doctrine 

and true self-developmental teachings of MahaManas. 'MahaVad' is the mine book of true spiritual 

knowledge. The veil of mysterious spiritual world has been uncovered in this extraordinary book 

(scripture). The real state of life and the great (God) life has been revealed here. The honest reply of 

eternal self-inquiry has been gotten after so long.

   The main theme of the true-spiritualism doctrine & self-developmental teachings 'MahaVad' is 

unveiling the real truth of life, humanism, making known the target of life, self-development. 

   Originally Humanism is their Religion, their Devotion to human interests. 

   The book is part of the course of 'MahaManan' or 'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' education, the true & 

universal self-development program giving you the way of real life, and pure meditation skills. It is a 

simple and effective way for self  realization and self improvement. The book comes along with a 

tutorial audio CD, of guided meditations. Now 'MahaVad' is available in Bengali language only.  Some 

points that are covered: 

•         Unveiling the Mystery of Creation.

•         Creation of material life.

•         Sentient Soul & Spirit.

•         Spiritual Psychology.

•         True Spirituality. 

•         Teachings of MahaManas (MahaAnand).

•         'Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga' or 'Maha-Yoga'  (True Self-Development Education). 

•         Who am I  and Why from where to   where.

•         Has God, the Source, and Personal existence?  
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•         Fortune / Fate  what it is.

•         Knowledge Yoga and Devotion Yoga.

•         Secrets of Homeopathic Medicine.

•         Eternal Life and Eternal Love.

•         Brief biography of MahaManas (MahaAnand).

•         Frequently asked Questions & Answers.  

And many more........... .  

 

   If a Vedic Ascetic, with modern mind, has written 'Upanishad' (Vedanta) at present time and the 

type of product which would have come out of that, similar is the 'MahaVad'. This true spiritual and 

universal self-developmental teaching is the mine of real spiritual knowledge. This scripture is only 

for the real followers of 'Knowledge-Yoga'. I feel that, this scripture is not for infatuated devotion-

path followers. 

   Let us travel from 'I' to Supreme 'I' through the journey by the divine boat of MahaVad.  

   'MahaVad' is a true spiritual science with spiritual psychology and true cosmology.  MahaVad is a 

wonderful experience of inner truth and the way of real life. 

   'MahaVad' is not Hinduism. Some say it is new and purified Hinduism, also some say 'MahaVad' is 

new 'Vedanta' of this new millennium. Some are confused and ask, is it science or philosophy? It is 

true that 'MahaVad' is like 'Vedanta' in many respects, but some fundamental points of 'MahaVad' is 

different from Hinduism. It may be known that 'MahaVad' and Hinduism are not same.  Some points 

those are different from Hinduism.

1. 'MahaVad' dose not admit incarnation theory. 

2. It dose not admit the doctrine of transmigration of souls. 

3. Conception about God and Soul are different from Hinduism.

4. Creation-mystery and goal of life, even Maha Life of great Universe are not same as Hinduism. 

5. Creation of organism theory also different from Hinduism.

      Not only Hinduism it is different from all religious doctrines. 'MahaVad' is not like a tempting 

Dream-seller, it is true spiritual knowledge. It is a careful search of our main root. It is our true 

spiritual guide and material guide also. 

      To know more, please search 'MahaVad' 'MahaDharma' through Google & Yahoo, and also visit 

our websites and blogs. 
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MahaManas  –the great spiritual teacher and the great

sage of the modern age. MahaManas is the inaugurator

of true-spiritual doctrine ‘MahaVad’ and he is the
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founder of ‘MahaDharma’ –the way of real life. But the most

 important identity of MahaManas,  –he is a great

 humanitarian. His all efforts are – for human welfare.

MahaAnand Holy Association

'MahaAnand Holy Association' (MAHA) is a society of true spiritual and true & universal self-

developmental program, based on 'MahaVad' the great doctrine and teachings taught by  

MahaManas (MahaAnand ). There are two wings (paths) in 'MAHA', one is 'MahaManas Mandal' ( 

based on 'MahaManan' for those who are fond of truth, those who want universal self-development, 

self-realization, self-knowledge. ) and other is 'MahaAnand Mandal' ( based on MahaSadhana for 

those who want to communicate with God through devotion and for eternal lover ).

 Our society is both scientific and true spiritual. For conscious people who have the eagerness for self-

knowledge, self-realization and true self-development.  

 Our organization is broad minded, humanitarian in scope and for conscious men and women. Our 

aim is to expand our activities all over the world.
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           Main programs of the 'MahaAnand Holy Association' :

 

1.      True & universal Self development through Maha-Atma-Vikas-Yoga Education, Meditation, 

also using medical and psychological method.

2.      Expert advice and treatment is given for physical, emotional and mental health using 

alternative systems.

3.      Lessons, instructions and practice schedule for future parents, Coaching before, during and 

after pregnancy.

4.      Child education for proper development to adulthood, to be extended in society at large.

5.      Advanced teachings and practice for those who really want to gain true spiritual knowledge, 

power and realization.

6.      Communicating amongst people world-wide to further develop their own treasures of 

knowledge

7.      Promoting further development of member's progressive initiatives for global enlightenment 

 

 You can become a member of 'MahaAnand Holy Association' for receiving and/or giving further 

help. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Be Member of 'MahaAnand Holy Association' (MAHA)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   You may get membership of 'MahaAnand Holy Association' (MAHA) society, if you want to join 

yourself, consult with rules and regulations as mentioned below.

 

      To apply for membership of  'MahaAnand Holy association' society you have to copy this page 

first and then, fill up the application form given below, with details about yourself, send us at our 

email address:  mahavad@yahoo.com 
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Every member is a foundation stone of 'MAHA' society, so every member has a duty to develop his 

organization with his own development. It is also a basic duty of a member to gather more suitable 

member. By which the organization can becomes great, more efficient and more prosperous. 

Member may form a 'Maha Manan Kendra' or 'Maha Atma-Vikas-Yoga education center'  (MAHA 

SELF-DEVELOPMENT CENTER) or 'MahaSadhana' center ( for devotional wayfarer) at his own 

area  where they can continue their study and practice regularly. There is another prime work of 

members, to collect wealth for the right advancement of this organization.

Members (of 'MahaAnand Holy Association' ) are brothers and sisters of each other, there is a moral 

duty to look after and help to the best of one's abilities to each others. But do not disturb others, you 

may inform your problem through our web-site, we hope that, able members will come forward to 

help you                                                                        

Any member who is depraved or closely connected with wrong act, you should take an effort to back 

him to the right way of the member. But do not take any risk; inform the main center of your 

organization. Organization may cancel the membership of being attached with an inhuman and anti-

social action. 

Every applicant gets a primary of membership at first; in every year confer the high level of 

membership gradually by carefully deliberating of yearly activities and examining the development 

of every member. Besides this, there is arrangement to confer special designation and special post of 

membership for special work, donation, lifetime membership and fully self-dedication of members.

After 6 month of getting membership, members may apply to us to consecrate. Consecration is given 

by a priest. One priest for an area can be appointed if the suitable applicant can be founded.

Consecrated followers must practice the Maha-Yoga and prayer regularly.

In time of taking membership, member will donate financial help as their ability and there in no 

compulsion. After the approval of application member have to install money as his ability (before 

breakfast) in a store-bowl every morning. After one, three or six months this gathered money has to 

send the main center. If your financial condition is developed with self development you can enlarge 

the quantity of money. You should remember that this society and organization is your, so it's 

development and continuation is your responsibility. A certificate will be issued after acceptation 

your membership. All payments / Subscription or donations will be made in $ US or Rs. (INR)

For membership form, please follow this link   http://mahavad.webs.com/aboutus.htm 

We are followers of 'MahaDharma' the way of real life 

http://mahavad.webs.com/aboutus.htm
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   To create a better world we want to establish the system or way of universal development, which is 

based on 'MahaVad' the great doctrine and teachings on universal development and true 

spiritualism, taught by MahaManas alias MahaAnand.  which helps to develop the mind and also 

our consciousness, that which is free from all bad sides. 

   'MahaDharma' the way of real life. It is made by human beings and made for human welfare. 

That is 'MahaDharma' which helps to bloom our mind, that which is free from all bad sides like 

superstition, malice, hatred, cruelty, malpractice, and which does not give us any false promise. True   

Humanitarianism is our 'ism'. 

   Yes, we are followers of 'MahaDharma' the duties of Humanity, which is based on human 

development, and 'MahaVad' the true-spiritual doctrine and great teachings of MahaAnand alias 

MahaManas. True Self-development is our worship and our devotion to human interests. That is 

'MahaDharma' which is based on True-Spiritualism, that which directly helps to bloom or develop 

our mind, that which teaches and shows the way of better life, and which helps and incite or insist to 

get true knowledge. The system or way of human development  'MahaDharma' never encourages us 

to get God and haven. 'MahaDharma' always encourages us to know the truth, and to be able to 

receive the truth for a better life. Neither it misguides us nor does it give us any false promises.

   Those who love true-spirituality, those who are fond of truth, eager for self-knowledge self-

realization self-development, those who want a better life, joyful & peaceful world with full of 

knowledge are suitable for our society.  By the way, we don't want to convert any one. We don't 

want to hurt any religious faith. We only want them, those who are of same mentality with us.

   This system of development's main theme is unveiling the truth of life and true & universal self-

development blooming of the conscious mind. This program incites us and helps us to be fully 

developed human beings, through true self-development.  'MahaDharma'  the natural and 

fundamental duties of mankind, it is made for human welfare. 'MahaDharma' is the way to real life.

   We think , God is universe The invisible total Mind of the Universe is the real God. All are 

aspects of this Total, including great beings called demy-gods. The whole system of creation is God 

manifested. It is the material aspect of God. The all-pervading Supreme Being (Brahma in Sanskrit) 

becomes a Form in the Universe thru His Own potency, which is just like a self hypnotic state. In 

fact, God in this limited Form is an illusive temporary Character.

   Universe is not created by God, itself God. In this universe, here is nothing except God. Only some 

parts of universe, like creatures are made by God. Though, God had made these creatures by its own 

body-materials. Our minds are also made from universe or God-mind. Nothing is creatable from 

nothing. We all are parts of God/universe.

  Be a dignified spiritual leader  Be preacher of 'MahaVad' and 'MahaDharma'. We need active 

members for our spiritual and universal developmental organization, to spread our activities the 
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entire world over. Also need honest, generous, energetic and dedicated leaders with organizing 

capability in different areas.  Be proud to being a follower of 'MahaDharma', for construction of 

true spiritual world, and for a real life. Volunteers are Welcome.

   We are searching a few leaders and active friends for our True-spiritual organization. One who is 

fond of true-spirituality and true self-development, and who is able to take the leadership to 

establish 'MahaDharma' in his /her area or world wide is suitable if he/she is desirous to take the 

post spontaneously. 

   The sayings of 'MahaManas' : “Though mundane enjoyment of happiness is apparent aim of the 

life, but behind of that, there are working latent demands of self-search--- search of truth and 

attainment of fullness. As a result of run forward for indomitable impulse of enjoyment of 

happiness, through acquiring knowledge and experience, gradually development of consciousness 

or true self-development is being happened. In this way, at the end of complete self-development ---

attainment of oneness is the ultimate goal of the life.” 

Becoming fully developed human being is the chief object of 
'MahaDharma' the natural way of true & universal development

That is what we think about True Spirituality :
 

'Self-searching' is the first word of the true spirituality. 'Who am I', 'why am I', from where I came 
and where to go, where is the beginning of the great universe and what is its goal -?

True spirituality is not so-called spirituality. 'Who am I' is the first step of the true Spiritual world 
and the goal is the 'Oneness'. In this way naturally you will meet with ghost and God, but they are 
not main things in this world. The main thing is 'I' that is soul. Self-conscious 'I' aware part of us 
which thinks, feels and desires. It's Mind! But not only our present Minds (Human conscious Mind 
and pre-human conscious Mind), the whole Mind is like a lotus; there are many parts and many 
stages of blooming.
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Spirituality that, which is its own real form, is true spirituality. Here, the 'true' word would have 
been used unnecessary, if 'spirituality' would have been existed in its own reality. The fundamental 
and real base of Spirituality is 'I', that is 'Mind'. Supernatural spirit, ghost and God are far-off 
subjects. So in name of spirituality those who are absorbed only in supernatural affairs, their 
condition is like  'to count one's chickens before they are hatched'.

The complexity is created just then, when we stay in smoky  confused state. Also we ware in this 
state in the past. Fortunately now we have been enlightened by 'MahaVad' the great doctrine and 
teachings of the modern times taught by MahaAnand (MahaManas). You are most welcome, if your 
thinking is all most similar to us. 

To get more conception about our activities, please search through Google & Yahoo 
'MahaDharma' 'MahaVad' 'MahaAnand' 'MahaManas' and visit numerous topics, discussions 

and websites.

God : From the view-point of 'MahaVad'

We (followers of 'MahaVad' & 'MahaDharma') think, the great universe is the body of God, 

there is also a mind in this body, that is God mind. This great universe and its mind 

unitedly   the God existence!   

Universe existence is the real God, and there is a Universe-Mind in this body, that is God-mind!

Universe is not created by God, itself God. In this universe, here is nothing except God. 

Only some parts of universe, like creatures are made by God. Though, God had made these 
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creatures by its own body-materials. Our minds are also made from universe-mind. 

Nothing is creatable from nothing. We all are parts of God/universe.

God is a 'Maha-Maya' existence, which is created by Supreme Being 'Brahma' (in 

Sanskrit). Supreme Being is not God; it has no activities in this world. 'Brahma' is silent 

observer in this worldly game or sport. By the by, Dev/Deva/Devata is not God, it is a 

higher conscious stage of human beings.

Here, I want to include one thing more, Supreme Being 'Brahma' is not Absolute Being or 

complete or full. Any creation even any dream is not possible from completeness or 

fullness. Completeness is a standstill condition. Supreme Being is not complete, also it has 

a few want, and it does not know who it is, why it is, where it came from, and what the 

end is. This the main cause of creation.

Searching oneself after losing intentionally, is the mystery of creation.

The gradual steps of 'Paramaham' to 'Aham' Supreme 'I' to individual 'I', as described in 

'MahaVad' (briefly) : 

1. Supreme Being (Paramaham or Param Brahama) had created   2. A 'Maya' copy of 

Supreme Being (Saguna Brahma) had been created   3. Universe (there are two anti-

Universes) existence or God, had created   4. Creature

God is the soul of the universe The invisible total Mind of the Universe is the real God. All 

are aspects of this Total, including great beings called demy-gods. The whole system of 

creation is God manifested. It is the material aspect of God. 

The all-pervading Supreme Being ('Brahma' in Sanskrit) becomes a Form in the Universe 

through His Own potency, which is just like a self hypnotic state. In fact, God in this limited 

Form is an illusive temporary Character. It then manifests the Great Illusion ('Maha-Maya' 

in Sanskrit). 

There are two types of realities in the whole. One is matter and the other is anti-matter. As 

opposite-reflections they exist only because of their separation. We as beings live here in 

one universal reality, and in fact we also live in the other opposite universe, in an opposite 

form. This separation gives the reality its existence. And these two opposites are attracted 

to each-other. 

However, when these two realities unite, they'd both seize to be. One Universe is like the 

Male Principle, who is symbolically named 'X', the great attractive Lover. The opposite 

Universe is like Female, which we can call 'Y', she is X's Lover. Always they are attracted to 

each-other and try to unite. This dynamic of loving attraction is the Cause of Creation. 

When they unite they loose their separate identities. The Goal has been achieved. That is 

the end of illusions and illusive worlds. With the completion of the temporary dynamics 

there is Total Peace. 
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Find out for yourself how to come to realize these realities. It is certainly a great adventure 

to find your self, your opposite and the Source. In the teachings of 'MahaDharm' you can 

find the Way to yourself and Source.

Now, to know why all these had been created, one must have to read 'MahaVad'.
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Message to the Maha Friends
Dear MahaFriend,

             Congratulation to you, for getting the membership of 'MahaAnand Holy Association'. Broad-

minded people only are eager to establish relation with 'MAHA'. We are very glad to have you with 

us. We greatly hope that, you will have a permanent relation throughout life with 'MAHA' & its 

Activities. Actively participating in the Maha Activities, you will get Blessing of MahaAnand, and 

will get a Beautiful-Blessed-Joyful Life

             We pray that MahaAnand's Blessings are forever showered on you. You can do work of your 

capability, from the following mentioned activities. But whatever you do, you have to convey the 

message to the MAHA main centre & regularly maintain connection regarding your work 

advantages disadvantages, success, progress etc. 

            To get MahaAnand (Great Joy) through "Maha" Activities, you can do works of your 

Capability. 

The things you can do with help of Internet :-

1.      Do the canvassing of 'MAHA' or MahaAnand by making one or more web sites and you can 

make new Members.

2.      You can do canvassing through different friend sites (myspace.com  Face Book etc.) and can 

work for increasing the members of 'MAHA'.

3.      You can write different blogs on our 'Maha programs' and MahaDharma about its different 

subjects.

4.      You can make group on 'MAHA' (in Yahoo / Google groups or in any social network site), do 

the canvassing, promoting, and making new members and do organizational work.
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5.      You can do publicity with the help of e-mail and sending Internet news, Face Book, Free ads 

etc. 

 

The activities, you can do, in your own area: -

1.    You can held MAHA spiritual ceremony, in your own house or elsewhere on every Thursday. 

Decorate beautifully the idol or picture of MahaAnand (MahaManas), invite your known friends, 

worship, playing devotional songs, discussion on MAHA, Anand Dhyana (joyful / happy meditation) 

through dance and music. You can enroll the enthusiastic persons as member, under the guidance of 

the spiritual guide (appointed and initiated by 'MAHA'), in a ceremony where the willing can get 

initiated. If there are some members, you can arrange for MahaAnand Ceremony in different houses 

alternately on every Thursday. In this way, you can do organizational work. 

2.      Every year once or twice, you can setup a ceremony gorgeously.

3.      Every Sunday to held educational class of 'MahaManan' according to 'MAHA' self-

development activities, in your own house or elsewhere. You can conduct the self-development 

(˜Maha Atma-Vikas Yoga) classes regularly and can also practice for own development. You can 

also arrange Charity Health Service Center (of Herbal & Homeopathic treatment) under the banner 

of 'MAHA'.

4.      You can establish a 'MAHA' spiritual Center for self-development activities in your own area 

or elsewhere. You can also carry on organizational work. 

5.      You can arrange for 'MAHA programs' in TV, Radio, and FM etc. regularly. You can also give 

advertisement Internet, Newspaper, Magazines etc.   

 

Besides the above you can also carry on desired programs, selected from the Program page and 

Member page of our web sites---

 (http://bikaspath.tripod.com  &  http://maha-manan.tripod.com &  http://maha-

sadhana.tripod.com & http://communeme.tripod.com ).

 If you are interested to do something new (besides above), inform us, we will instruct you needful 

regarding your desire.

Your opinions & suggestions are warmly welcome. 

Good Luck, 

http://bihaspath.tripod.com/
http://maha-manan.tripod.com/
http://maha-sadhana.tripod.com/
http://maha-sadhana.tripod.com/
http://communeme.tripod.com/
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Take Care,

Member manager, MAHA   

“Becoming fully developed human being is the aim of our life and it is the chief 

object of 'MahaDharma' the way of real life.” MahaManas

“To advance consciously to be fully developed human being through the way of 
true and universal self-development program of 'MahaVad' is 'MahaDharma'”   

MahaManas

“Until universal development of human consciousness will be possible, poverty 
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and sufferings will be in force.”  “We are working to bring about the universal 
development of human beings as much as possible.”  MahaManas

“One who is enough mobile, able to be fitted in any circumstance, and able to 
accept new or unknown things, communicative, and attaining self-knowledge 
who is advancing towards the aim of life consciously, is enjoying the real 
life.”   MahaManas   

 “Step to the upper stair, lower stair will be abandoned automatically. Follow 
the path of 'Yoga' (union) for higher attainment, without becoming extremely 
eager for 'Tyaga' (abandonment). Whenever 'Tyaga' to be happened will 
happen automatically.”   MahaManas

“Love devotion without true knowledge, is nothing but Maya (illusion). Pure 
love devotion comes after ganing true knowledge from within.” MahaManas

“As much one is conscious about one's mind, as much one has control over the 
mind, he/she is that much a human being. The day, when you become the master 
of mind, then understand, that day, you become the fully developed human 
being. In that sense, most of we are baby-human beings. First, we have to 
advance consciously towards the way of true & universal self-development, our 
apparent target is to become fully developed Human Beings”  MahaManas

“Being a human we need to be conscious about our mind, and we should be 
effortful to be the master of mind through 'Maha-Yoga' 
procedure.” MahaManas

“One who knows oneself rightly and has control over oneself, one who is aware 
the life (one's own life to great universe-life), and also has control on one's own 
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life, he/she has real life.” MahaManas


